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“COLD WAR” CARBINES IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

(Newsletter 383 contained a detailed report on carbines in the US Army Air Forces during WWII.  
Below are reports contributed by Carbine Club members, which feature carbine use in the postwar 
USAF.)     

The below item is a one-sided 3x5” Weapon Receipt Card for what would have been a Rock-Ola M1 
Carbine, serial number 4608058.  The only date listed is the form date of April 1959, so it is probably 
from the early 1960’s.  It assigned the Carbine, along with several other items to Airman Third Class 
Gary G. Ough of 354th Operations Squadron, Myrtle Beach Air Force Base, South Carolina.  It would be 
from prior to 1967, because “AFR 39-36 on 19 October 1967 renamed Airman Third Class, Airman 
Second Class,” according to Wikipedia.  Apparently, Air Force enlisted ranks went through a lot of 
changes in the 1950’s and 60’s. 

David Albert 



The Post Office cancellation date on this postcard appears to be 1961.  The photo on the postcard is out 
of focus, so it cannot be determined if these are M1 or M2 Carbines. 



Security detail with an M2 Carbine for a B-52 at an unknown Strategic Air Command (SAC) base.   In 
the lower photo, note the unusual way that the carbine is being held at Sling Arms. 

Vance Vasquez 



                                       The term “Cold War” can have more than one meaning! 



This USAF Small Arms booklet was published in July 1951 and reprinted in April 1952 by the USAF 
Extension Course Institute, Gunter Air Force Base, Montgomery, Alabama.   

The preface states “The purpose of this course is to give the student the information he will need to 
become familiar with the operation, care, and capabilities of the small-arms weapons employed by the 
United States Air Force for defense against ground attack.”   
 



The Introduction chapter delivers basic marksmanship instruction.  The first page, shown below, 
discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the three small arms featured in this book:  The M1/M1A1 
carbine, the M1911/M1911A1 pistol, and the M3 submachine gun.  (Apparently, at the time this 
publication was written, neither the M2 Carbine nor the M3A1 submachine gun were in the USAF’s 
inventory.) 



The Table of Contents is shown below.  The chapters specific to each weapon were copied verbatim 
from previous Technical Manuals.  There is nothing new to learn there.  However, the Marksmanship 
chapters contain weapon-specific tips for best performance.  The 3-page Carbine Marksmanship chapter 
is shown on the following pages.  

 







Note sentences (9) and (10).  Although marksmen will agree that a cant is desirable when firing any 
military rifle in the offhand/standing position, this is the first official mention of this tip, as far as I 
know.  I had never before seen any reference to “lefties” (left eye dominant shooters) in any military 
manual either.                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                                Marty Black


